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can be just as many ascended ones of manipulated ascensions.
However the average time that these ascended ones of the
Dark stay in heaven is 2 months, and El Morya was able to hide
his nature.
MOSHE: What the blessed being, the Rai of Suern, said was
that this is not a condition that can be corrected even. What he
has is called hatred of the mother or hatred of women. You
call misogamy, hatred of women.

Today we had the great blessing to have the Presence
of the Rai of Suern in heaven. This great being was the leader
of the Suernis. This was around 90,000 years ago.
The people did not need to produce food. They could
precipitate food. To do this, they would have to maintain the
Light on the altar which required doing the decrees, and the
disciplines of the altar, to keep the Light flowing up into the
upper chakras. This civilization fell when the people rebelled at
the protocol of the altar and had to then farm for food
thereafter, for not wanting the disciplines of the altar. It was at
a time when the civilizations were empowered by an unfed
flame which is a flame that does not need fuel. Into that unfed
flame were people who needed healing and those who needed
to be returned to primary substance as a cremation flame. Such
an unfed flame is upheld by a great one such as the Rai of
Suern.
MOTHER MARY: Today the Rai of Suern came to put El
Morya to the second death. He assembled various ones in
heaven and Serapis Bey’s Retreat to give the teaching on this
eventuality. What he said, was that irrespective of the
relationship he had to religious movements as Abraham and
that he had acted in good faith to produce a good work, that he
was going to the second death for another reason. They have
very little Light around their aura and they do no decrees as
these would in Christ judge them. El Morya did not decree.
The Rai of Suern explained that you can have ones
through manipulation of backdirect or karma to ascend. There
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BELOVED BURNJEH, Physician: What it is, is that they see
people being tortured and it is a form of self-masturbation as it
causes the sexual energy to be activated normally quiet, being
unobtrusive and unseen such as an itch in the back of the neck.
And this torture of women is daily. His misogamy was not
specifically with Elizabeth Prophet, although he tortured her
and the women staff, it was that he would find a woman in his
life and this person would daily be tortured or not be tortured
and raped but dispensed with according to what would bring
more comfort to himself.
The Rai or King of Suern said that the sexual energy
does have something to do with this hatred of the mother.
That it is sending sexual energy to himself and not to another
to produce children or to bind to the spouse so the sexual
energy is forefront which is not so normal in most people. I
have seen that most who serve the altar who serve Christ are
not concerned with sexual energy every day.
Furthermore that we were not judging his work. It is
not that these do not do good work, it is that the selfmasturbation through stalking the tortured and viewing the
sexual energy based torturings that is a glee that they practice.
It is not slavery, but it is worse, in that with slaves, there can be
a respect for them. With hatred of the mother, there is the
degrading of the woman to obtain his own needs that goes on
daily, that cannot change, as it is a free will election. It is rare,
however he had it. Maitreya had it, these go to the second
death. His office as Abraham will be filled by someone else.
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